Mutational analysis of ATP7B in north Chinese patients with Wilson disease.
Wilson disease (WD) is an autosomal recessive inherited disease caused by abnormalities of the copper-transporting protein encoding gene ATP7B. In this study, we examined ATP7B for mutations in 114 individuals of Chinese Han population living in north China who were diagnosed as WD. Totally, we identified 36 mutations and 11 single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), of which 14 mutations have never been reported previously and 5 were firstly described in Chinese. Among these, p.R778L (21.5%), p.A874V (7.5%) and p.P992L (6.1%) were the most frequent mutations. A genotype of p.L770L+p.R778L+p.P992L was the most frequent triple mutations and two pairs of mutations, p.L770L/p.R778L and p.A874V/p.I929V, were closely related. In addition, a database was established to summarize all ATP7B mutations, including those reported previously and those identified in this study. Popular algorithms were used to predict the functional effects of these mutations, and finally, by comparative genomics approaches, we predicted a group of mutation hot spots for ATP7B. Our study will broaden our knowledge about ATP7B mutations in WD patients in north China, and be helpful for clinical genetic testing.